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"A guy walks into a bar wearing Google Glass....So they kick
his ass and take his Glass." The hilarious new book 101
Glassholes is a politically incorrect and intentionally
irreverent exploration into what is sure to become the mini-
genre of the decade, Glasshole jokes.

(Newswire.net -- March 28, 2013) Hollywood, CA -- 101
Glassholes was published March 23rd, 2013 on Amazon and is
available on the Kindle platform for immediate download and
enjoyment.

"A guy walks into a bar wearing Google Glass....So they kick his ass and take his Glass."

Author Amy Adams skillfully pilots the reader along a conceptual flight path piercing in and out of the clouds of hidden
sub-text disguised as just another joke book while maintaining just enough of a view of the landscape to keep us
spatially oriented and slightly beyond the vertigo of mass delusion suffered by consumers consumed with gadgetry ad
infinitum.

Salted with a quirky, yet endearing style of adult-ish, maybe not quite ready for primetime humor, Adams sets the
Glasshole jokes standard.

101 Glassholes by Amy Adams is a politically incorrect and intentionally irreverent exploration into the bubble called
the Technology Myth wherein otherwise intelligent humans practice a modified form of self-delusion recently evolved
from celebrity worship to frenzy themselves into an alternative state so they can successfully ignore that the more
people expend their efforts and resources following with blind "faith" the uncogent and dysfunctional fairy tales
constructed by the plutocratic totalitarian state the less the probability that the ongoing catastrophe known as human
civilization will be rectified in time to alleviate the effects of exponential global forces as embodied in energy un-
sustainability, economic insolvency and the irreversible effects of industrial scale pollution on the environment without
deviating from the propaganda supported platform of Business As Usual.

When asked about the origin of the title, 101 Glassholes, Adams said, "It's meant to be a rough count of the number
of jokes. This edition has 101. But who's counting anyway?"

Adams went on to explain that, "Some of the most hilarious jokes are the ones where a line of humor is created by
starting with one joke and then making a subtle or not so subtle variation. This 'joke generator machine' style
originated for me at some of the campfire joke sessions we used to enjoy on surf trips in Baja where one person
would start out and then the next would add their own twist. Therefore the 101 count is meant to be rather rough
depending on the reader's mood and to what degree one joke is stand alone or a close variation of another."

"Ha!" exclaimed Larry the Homeless Guy living sorta nearby the Fig Tree in Santa Barbara, California when asked
how he liked 101 Glassholes.

Rumors of an exciting Glassholes Trilogy series were left unanswered by Adams who would only comment, "That's
unsubstantiated gossip."

AMAZON.COM LINK TO 101 Glassholes Kindle Book: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00C03PBX6
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Link to Glassholes Update with Bob Smith on YouTube: http://youtu.be/ohhCiSBYErQ
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